Associate University Librarian for Engagement and Learning Services
Debra Riley-Huff (interim)

Makerspace
Victor Surovec
- Alexia Lopez Klein
- Michael Sepulveda

Humanities
Debra Riley-Huff
- Joe Buenker
- Ralph Gabbard
- Alexandra Humphreys
- Qian Liu
- Chris Mehrens
- Dan Stanton
- Christina Sullivan

Social Sciences
Joyce Martin
- Deborah Abston
- Mimmo Bonanni
- Linda DeFiato
- Wes Edens
- JoAnn Mulvihill
- Brad Vogus
- Alyse Jordan

STEM
John Kromer
- Janice Hermer
- Rachel Martinez
- Jenny Mueller-Alexander
- Kevin Pardon
- Eric Prosser
- Rene Tanner

E-Learning and Instruction
Lisa Kammerlocher
- Julie Allen
- Laura Davis
- Michelle Ashley Gohr
- Mary Ann Naumann
- Matt Ogborn
- Allinston Saulsbury

Learning Services
Anali Perry
- Andrew Barber
- Angela Cole
- Anthony Obr
- Shilo Patchin
- Jacqueline Young

Downtown Phoenix campus Library
Kathleen Kennedy (manager)

Hayden Library
Daphne Gill (manager)
- John Gallaher
- Cristen Abrams
- Barbara Friedman
- Marcia Henley
- Holly Kruper
- Laura Miller

24/5 Overnights
Nathan Welty (operations supervisor)
- Kelsey Cummings
- Antonio Nava

24/5 Overnights
Hayden and Noble
- Nathan Welty (operations supervisor)

Hayden and Noble
- Kelsey Cummings
- Antonio Nava

Polytechnic campus Library
Laura Cox (manager)

Music Library
Chris Mehrens
- Mia Costa
- George Shrake
- Gary Asby
- Pon Simmala

Data Science and Analytics
Michael Simeone
- David Little
- Kerri Rittschof

Maps, Imagery, and Geospatial Services
Matthew Toro
- Eric Friesenhahn
- Jill Sherwood

Fletcher Library (West campus)
Shane Hunt (manager)

Fletcher Library (West campus)
- Darla Winfrey
- Joseph Araya

Design and the Arts Library
Karina Wilhelm (manager)

Noble Library
Stephen Anougheti (manager)
- Scott James
- Bob Marley
- Michelle Miranda-Thorstad

Libby Anderson, Tech Tool Support, Chat Services and Reference
- Jennifer Followwill
- Casey Gipson

Polytechnic campus Library
Laura Cox (manager)

Music Library
Chris Mehrens
- Mia Costa
- George Shrake
- Gary Asby
- Pon Simmala

S indicates working as a liaison to this unit from another directorate

ASU Library
Arizona State University